
Grade Level 

Middle School (5-8)  High School (9-12) 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn how to translate well 1 to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 

to learn how to speak Latin 2 to learn how to translate well 

improve my English language skills 3 improve my English language skills 

to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 4 to learn about ancient history 

to learn skills useful for life 5 because I like ancient mythology 

to learn about ancient history 6 because I like the teacher 

because I like ancient mythology 7 to learn how to speak Latin 

to learn how to read Latin without translation 8 to learn how to read Latin without translation 

to study Latin grammar 9 to learn skills useful for life 

I can't explain it. Latin is just awesome! 10 to study Latin grammar 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary 1 increasing English vocabulary 

standing out on college applications 2 standing out on college applications 

improving English language skills 3 improving English language skills 

learning strategies for translation 4 learning strategies for translation 

preparing to learn another language 5 preparing to learn another language 

learning to think critically 6 learning to think critically 

understanding literature more deeply 7 learning world history 

learning world history 8 understanding literature more deeply 

learning to recognize patterns 9 learning to recognize patterns 

learning vocabulary of a Romance language 10 learning vocabulary of a Romance language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

mythology 1 mythology 

Latin vocabulary 2 English vocabulary 

English vocabulary 3 Latin vocabulary 

translation skills 4 Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 

Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 5 translation skills 

construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 6 ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 

vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 7 construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 

ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 8 vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 

Latin grammar 9 history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 

history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 10 Medieval history 

 



Sex 

Female  Male 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 1 to learn how to translate well 

improve my English language skills 2 to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 

to learn how to translate well 3 improve my English language skills 

to learn about ancient history 4 to learn about ancient history 

because I like ancient mythology 5 because I like ancient mythology 

to learn how to speak Latin 6 to learn how to speak Latin 

because I like the teacher 7 because I like the teacher 

to learn skills useful for life 8 to learn about ancient warfare, military, and battles 

to learn how to read Latin without translation 9 to learn how to read Latin without translation 

to prepare me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, doctor, archaeologist) 10 to learn skills useful for life 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary 1 increasing English vocabulary 

improving English language skills 2 improving English language skills 

standing out on college applications 3 standing out on college applications 

learning to think critically 4 learning to think critically 

learning strategies for translation 5 learning strategies for translation 

learning to recognize patterns 6 learning world history 

understanding literature more deeply 7 learning to recognize patterns 

preparing to learn another language 8 learning world history 

learning world history 9 preparing to learn another language 

reading a text in its original language 10 reading a text in its original language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

mythology 1 mythology 

English vocabulary 2 English vocabulary 

Latin vocabulary 3 Latin vocabulary 

ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 4 military history and battles 

vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 5 Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 

translation skills 6 construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 

Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 7 history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 

construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 8 translation skills 

history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 9 history of the Roman Republic (e.g. kings, Punic wars, Julius Caesar) 

Latin grammar 10 Medieval history 

 



Years of Study 

First Year Second and Third Year Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Year 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn how to translate well to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other tests improve my English language skills 

to learn how to speak Latin improve my English language skills to learn how to translate well 

to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other tests to learn how to translate well to learn about ancient history 

improve my English language skills to learn about ancient history to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other tests 

to study Latin grammar because I like ancient mythology because I like ancient mythology 

because I like ancient mythology because I like the teacher because I like the teacher 

to learn about ancient history to learn how to speak Latin to read ancient literature 

to learn skills useful for life to learn skills useful for life I can't explain it. Latin is just awesome! 

to learn how to read Latin without translation to learn how to read Latin without translation to learn how to read Latin without translation 

because I like the teacher to learn how to read Latin with translation to learn skills useful for life 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary 

improving English language skills improving English language skills improving English language skills 

standing out on college applications standing out on college applications learning to think critically 

learning strategies for translation learning to think critically learning strategies for translation 

learning to think critically learning strategies for translation standing out on college applications 

understanding literature more deeply learning to recognize patterns learning to recognize patterns 

preparing to learn another language learning world history learning world history 

learning to recognize patterns understanding literature more deeply understanding literature more deeply 

learning world history preparing to learn another language reading a text in its original language 

reading a text in its original language reading a text in its original language preparing to learn another language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

Latin vocabulary mythology mythology 

mythology English vocabulary English vocabulary 

English vocabulary Latin vocabulary Latin vocabulary 

translation skills Roman games and spectacles ancient daily life 

vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job ancient daily life Roman games and spectacles 

Roman games and spectacles construction and architecture construction and architecture 

Latin grammar translation skills translation skills 

Medieval history history of the Roman Empire history of the Roman Empire 

construction and architecture vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job history of the Roman Republic 

history of the Roman Empire Medieval history Medieval history 

 



School Type 

Public Private Charter/Magnet Catholic Religious (non-Catholic) 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn vocab for the SATs improve my English skills to learn how to translate well to learn vocab for the SATs improve my English skills 

to learn how to translate well to learn how to translate well improve my English skills improve my English skills to learn vocab for the SATs 

improve my English skills to learn vocab for the SATs to learn about ancient history to learn how to translate well to learn how to translate well 

to learn about ancient history to learn about ancient history I like ancient mythology I like ancient mythology because I like the teacher 

I like ancient mythology I like ancient mythology to learn vocab for the SATs to learn about ancient history to learn about ancient history 

to learn how to speak Latin to learn skills useful for life to read Latin w/o translation because I like the teacher to learn skills useful for life 

because I like the teacher to read Latin w/o translation to read Latin w/ translation to study Latin grammar I like ancient mythology 

to learn skills useful for life to study Latin grammar to study Latin grammar to learn skills useful for life to read Latin w/o translation 

to read Latin w/o translation because I like the teacher Latin is just awesome! to learn how to speak Latin to study Latin grammar 

to read Latin w/ translation to learn how to speak Latin to learn skills useful for life to read Latin w/o translation to learn how to speak Latin 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary 

improving English skills improving English skills improving English skills improving English skills improving English skills 
standing out on college apps standing out on college apps standing out on college apps standing out on college apps strategies for translation 

learning to think critically learning to think critically understanding literature learning to think critically learning to think critically 

strategies for translation strategies for translation learning to think critically strategies for translation standing out on college apps 

learning to recognize patterns learning to recognize patterns strategies for translation learning to recognize patterns learning to recognize patterns 

understanding literature learning world history to learn another language to learn another language to learn another language 

learning world history to learn another language reading a text in its orig. lang. learning world history understanding literature 

to learn another language understanding literature learning to recognize patterns understanding literature learning vocab. Romance lang. 

reading a text in its orig. lang. reading a text in its orig. lang. learning world history connection btwn US/anc. Rome learning world history 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

mythology mythology Mythology English vocabulary English vocabulary 

English vocabulary English vocabulary Latin vocabulary mythology Latin vocabulary 

Latin vocabulary Latin vocabulary English vocabulary Latin vocabulary mythology 

Roman games and spectacles translation skills translation skills vocabulary/skills for a spec. job translation skills 

translation skills construction and architecture Roman games and spectacles translation skills vocabulary/skills for a spec. job 

ancient daily life Roman games and spectacles  construction and architecture Roman games and spectacles Roman games and spectacles 

construction and architecture ancient daily life history of the Roman Empire construction and architecture ancient daily life 

vocabulary/skills for a spec. job history of the Roman Empire Medieval history ancient daily life construction and architecture 

history of the Roman Empire  vocabulary/skills for a spec. job history of the Roman Republic history of the Roman Empire Latin grammar 

Medieval history history of the Roman Republic ancient daily life history of the Roman Republic history of the Roman Empire 

 

 

 



Parental Education Level 

Completed College, Some or Completed Grad Study  No formal education, No HS, Some HS, Completed HS, Some College 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 1 to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 

improve my English language skills 2 to learn how to translate well 

to learn how to translate well 3 improve my English language skills 

to learn about ancient history 4 to learn about ancient history 

because I like ancient mythology 5 because I like ancient mythology 

because I like the teacher 6 to learn how to speak Latin 

to learn how to speak Latin 7 because I like the teacher 

to learn skills useful for life 8 to learn how to read Latin without translation 

to learn how to read Latin without translation 9 to learn skills useful for life 

to study Latin grammar 10 to study Latin grammar 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary 1 increasing English vocabulary 

improving English language skills 2 improving English language skills 

standing out on college applications 3 standing out on college applications 

learning to think critically 4 learning to think critically 

learning strategies for translation 5 learning strategies for translation 

learning to recognize patterns 6 learning to recognize patterns 

learning world history 7 understanding literature more deeply 

understanding literature more deeply 8 learning world history 

preparing to learn another language 9 preparing to learn another language 

reading a text in its original language 10 reading a text in its original language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

mythology 1 mythology 

English vocabulary 2 English vocabulary 

Latin vocabulary 3 Latin vocabulary 

Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 4 Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 

translation skills 5 translation skills 

construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 6 ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 

ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 7 vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 

history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 8 construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 

vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 9 Medieval history 

history of the Roman Republic (e.g. kings, Punic wars, Julius Caesar) 10 history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 

 



Requirement to Study Latin 

School Requires Latin  School Does Not Require Latin 

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 1 to learn vocabulary for the SATs or other standardized tests 

to learn how to translate well 2 improve my English language skills 

because I am required to by my school, parents, or someone else 3 to learn how to translate well 

improve my English language skills 4 to learn about ancient history 

to learn about ancient history 5 because I like ancient mythology 

to learn how to speak Latin 6 because I like the teacher 

to study Latin grammar 7 to learn how to speak Latin 

because I like ancient mythology 8 to learn skills useful for life 

to learn skills useful for life 9 to learn how to read Latin without translation 

to learn how to read Latin with translation 10 I can't explain it. Latin is just awesome! 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary 1 increasing English vocabulary 

improving English language skills 2 improving English language skills 

standing out on college applications 3 standing out on college applications 

learning to think critically 4 learning to think critically 

learning strategies for translation 5 learning strategies for translation 

preparing to learn another language 6 learning to recognize patterns 

understanding literature more deeply 7 learning world history 

learning to recognize patterns 8 understanding literature more deeply 

learning world history 9 preparing to learn another language 

reading a text in its original language 10 reading a text in its original language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

mythology 1 mythology 

English vocabulary 2 English vocabulary 

Latin vocabulary 3 Latin vocabulary 

translation skills 4 Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 

Roman games and spectacles (e.g. chariot races, gladiators) 5 translation skills 

vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 6 ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 

construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 7 construction and architecture (e.g. roads, aqueducts, temples) 

Medieval history 8 vocabulary/skills to help me for a specific job (e.g. lawyer, dr., arch’lgist) 

ancient daily life (e.g. Roman clothing, houses, religious practices) 9 history of the Roman Empire (e.g. Augustus, Marcus Aurelius) 

military history and battles 10 Medieval history 

 



Student Interest 

Topic: Christian Bible and/or Mass Topic: Archaeology Why? To learn how to speak Latin Why? To learn to read with trans.  

Right now, why are you taking Latin? 

to learn vocab for the SATs to learn about ancient history to learn how to speak Latin to learn how to read Latin w/ trans. 

improve my English language skills to learn how to translate well to learn how to translate well improve my English language skills 

to learn how to translate well because I like ancient mythology to learn vocab for the SATs to learn vocab for the SATs 

to learn about ancient history improve my English language skills improve my English language skills to learn how to read Latin w/o trans. 

because I like ancient mythology to learn vocab for the SATs to learn about ancient history to learn about ancient history 

to learn how to speak Latin to learn how to speak Latin because I like ancient mythology because I like ancient mythology 

because I like the teacher because I like the teacher to learn how to read Latin w/o trans. to learn how to speak Latin 

to learn skills useful for life to learn how to read Latin w/o trans. because I like the teacher because I like the teacher 

to learn how to read Latin w/o trans. to learn skills useful for life to learn skills useful for life to learn skills useful for life 

to study Latin grammar to read ancient literature to learn how to read Latin w/ trans. to study Latin grammar 

There are many things you might do in Latin class. How important to you is each of the following? 

increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary increasing English vocabulary 

improving English language skills improving English language skills improving English language skills improving English language skills 

standing out on college applications standing out on college applications standing out on college applications standing out on college applications 

learning to think critically learning to think critically learning strategies for translation learning strategies for translation 

learning strategies for translation learning strategies for translation learning to think critically learning to think critically 

understanding literature learning world history understanding literature learning to recognize patterns 

learning world history understanding literature preparing to learn another language understanding literature 

learning to recognize patterns learning to recognize patterns learning to recognize patterns preparing to learn another language 

preparing to learn another language preparing to learn another language learning world history learning world history 

understanding Christianity reading a text in its original language reading a text in its original language reading a text in its original language 

What topics are you interested in studying in Latin class? 

Christian Bible and/or Mass archaeology Latin vocabulary Latin vocabulary 

Early Christian history mythology mythology mythology 

English vocabulary Roman games and spectacles English vocabulary English vocabulary 

mythology construction and architecture translation skills translation skills 

Latin vocabulary ancient daily life Roman games and spectacles Roman games and spectacles 

Roman games and spectacles Latin vocabulary ancient daily life ancient daily life 

vocabulary/skills for a specific job English vocabulary construction and architecture history of the Roman Empire 

translation skills history of the Roman Empire vocabulary/skills for a specific job construction and architecture 

ancient daily life history of the Roman Republic history of the Roman Empire vocabulary/skills for a specific job 

history of the Roman Empire Medieval history Medieval history history of the Roman Republic 

 


